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“A Nation of Sheep will be ruled by Wolves.”

The Club of Rome, created in 1968, issued in 1991 its second “world-reaching” report,
“The First Global Revolution”. See this.

Its preamble says,

“Ah Love! Could Thou and I with faith conspire,
To grasp this sorry scheme of things entire,
Would not we shatter it to bits and then,
Remould it nearer to our heart’s desire.”

—Edward Fitzgerald, the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam (Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám is the
title that Edward Fitzgerald gave to his 1859 translation from Persian to English of a
selection  of  quatrains  [4-line  poem]  attributed  to  Omar  Khayyam,  dubbed  “the
Astronomer-Poet of Persia”.)

At the end of the Foreword, there is another remarkable quote:

“No generation  has  ever  liked  its  prophets,  least  of  all,  those  who point  out  the
consequences of bad judgement and lack of foresight.

The Club of Rome can take pride of the fact that it has been unpopular for the last
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twenty years. I hope it will continue for many years to come spell out the unpalatable
facts and to unsettle the conscience of the smug and the apathetic.”

—(late) Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, Message to the Delegates at the Twentieth
Anniversary Conference of the Club of Rome, Paris, 1988

And another one highlighted in the text:

“The  Cult  of  Sovereignty  has  become mankind’s  major  religion.  Its  God  demands
Human Sacrifice.” – Arnold Toynbee, British Historian and Philosopher

This is the tenor of the book throughout its 160 pages. It is spiked with arrogance and
superiority. Together with its precursor, “Limits to Growth”, it promotes eugenics and is as
of this day and beyond – if we let it – the blueprint for the WEF’s Great Reset and the UN
Agenda 2030.

Together, these two reports promote, or rather dictate Destruction for Building Back Better
(remember the never explained slogan of the neocons?), and eugenics. These are the top
priorities under which humanity is living and suffering today.

That is why wars are supported over peace, why people have to be tricked into believing in
uncountable and unpredictable pandemics – all on the horizon, like “Disease “X “ – and of
course, do not worry, vaccines are on the drawing board, the mRNA kinds that modify your
genes, so you become a better human being – code for “so you perish faster”.

Remember the slogan on top: “A Nation of Sheep will be ruled by Wolves.” For God’s
sake – Let us stop being sheep.

What we are living these days. Weeks, months – and over at least the past 4 years, in ever-
accelerating  pace  –  is  precisely  the  agenda,  the  dictate  of  the  Club  of  Rome (CoR).
Destruction is the name of the game.

Starting with the West, that includes, destruction of our economy, industry, infrastructure,
agriculture – the very food we need to survive – services, health care, legal systems, ethics,
faith, hope – and, finally humanity itself. We are now some 8 billion – they want us down to
below 1 billion.

When we see doom – the cabal’s boots can complete its stampede.

Destruction – Initiated by France’s Macron?

A few days ago, France’s President Macron said openly and without remorse, “There are no
limits to support for Ukraine”. He added, “France should abide by no limits or Russian “Red
Line”, when it comes to backing Kiev.”

This  is  strong  stuff.  A  provocation  for  Russia  without  precedence.  Macron  already  earlier
said,  that  sending  NATO  troops  (French)  to  Ukraine  was  indeed  an  option.

This  is  putting  the  finger  on  the  trigger  for  a  nuclear  blast.  If  it  is  not  clear  yet  to  the
arrogant Washington puppets, Russia’s Red Line does not disappear because Mr. Macron
says so. Russia’s nuclear arsenal is way superior to that of the US, which is stationed as
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NATO throughout Europe and Asia, pointing its nuclear warhead missiles towards Moscow.

If destruction must be, Mr. Macron, it will indeed be Europe again, the third time in just over
a hundred years. Europe, and probably way beyond. This time, nobody can even imagine
the extent of destruction – and the cost in human lives. And it may be too late for the
western “elites” – masterminds of disaster – to run to their bunkers.

Former Russian president and current deputy head of the National Security Council, Dmitry
Medvedev, posted on “X” (former Twitter) that this means “Russia has no more red lines left
for France.” He added “everything is allowed against enemies.” Here, the enemy being
France and all those dragged along by French arrogance.

French European Parliamentarian,  Florian Philippot,  leader of  the French Patriots  Party,
urged the French to impeach Macron before they are sent to die in Ukraine.

“It is up to every Frenchman to resist, for every mother to refuse to let her son die for
Kiev, NATO and Blackrock,” Philippot said on “X”. “It’s up to us to fight to leave the EU
and NATO and throw Macron out!”

See this.

Never  before  has  a  European,  so-called  “leader”,  made  such  stern  and  provocative
pronouncements, not even Macron. Who gave him orders to do so NOW? WHO GAVE HIM
ORDERS?

Will  he  send  officially  French  (NATO)  troops  to  Ukraine?  Thereby  crossing  Mr.  Putin’s  Red
Line and provoking whatever Russia finds is necessary to protect her integrity, her land, and
her  people?  It  could  be  a  nuclear  –  all  destructive  conflict.  That  is  what  many  analysts
predict  and  fear.

Is that what the power behind France and behind the dark cabal wants – a total destruction –
which would also serve the depopulation agenda?

Maybe. Perhaps 2024 is the time.

The leader of the French Republican Party (The Gaullists),  Eric Ciotti,  is more prudent,
saying supporting Ukraine by sending troops would be “irresponsible and dangerous,”.

Let  us  TRUST  that  humanity  will  find  sanity,  and  rather  depose  Macron  than  follow  his
unthinkably  dangerous  advice  and  words  and  –  God  knows  –  deeds.

Moscow is  alert.  On  a  lower  key,  Moscow warns  that  NATO is  becoming  increasingly
aggressive.

The plan is an engineered destruction of humanity?

Carrying out the Club of Rome’s mandate?

Mind you – the elite is not planning to self-destruct, of course not. Before total annihilation,
they hope to seek rescue in their bunkers, wherever they are, maybe in a remote island of
Hawaii, in New Zealand or simply in South Dakota – see this.

President  Joe  Biden’s  State  of  the  Union  Address  of  9  March  2024  is  another
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disastrous message for total destruction, annihilation of civilization if he has his way. But he
will not.

A “normal” State of the Union Address is about the United States, it is about the “State” of
affairs  of  the  nation,  of  the  economy,  of  jobs,  of  growth  and  growth  potential  –  about
forecasts, development perspectives. It is a message of foresight, supposed to give people
hope – to let them know their government plans to improve shortcomings. Nothing of that
happened.

The first  20  minutes  of  the  speech were  dedicated to  Ukraine  alone –  smashing President
Putin and Russia, and

“We shall never abandon you Ukraine! We will always stand behind you.”

Promising sending another 90 billion dollars to the Ukrainian oligarchs. Taxpayers money,
for zilch. Biden knows it. The US Congress knows it. Everybody knows it. This war is NEVER
winnable against Russia. And why should it be?

Other than having prepared and started it – compliments of Madame Victoria Nuland [f*ck
Europe], now gone, thanks God; a more than 10-billion-dollar preparation project – what
remaining interest does the US have in fighting a proxy war some 10,000 km away, across
the Atlantic and Europe? Certainly not National Security.

Boosting the profit margins of the Military Industrial Complex for sure is a good reason, and
achieving “regime change” in Russia. Madame Nuland’s admitting words in an interview to
CNN’s Christiane Amanpour, just days before her forced resignation.

Yes, it has always been about bringing Russia to the knees of the Washington wannabe
Emperor, with a Russian puppet leader. They thought they had achieved their target in
1991,  with  then  President  Yeltsin,  who  was  smarter  than  given  credit  for  –  when he
introduced Mr. Vladimir Putin, appointing him in August 1999, as Prime Minister.  It was clear
that President Yeltsin was preparing Mr. Putin for the Kremlin. So much for defeating the
West’s sneaky ways to subdue Russia.

Mr. Biden’s speech was also a rant against Republicans. Right at the beginning he compared
former President Trump, his only opponent in the (still) planned November 2024 elections –
to Hitler. That is what he called Donald Trump. This man, Biden, has zero decency. His face
expressed anger throughout – he yelled and ranted. And, guess what – he got standing
ovations. That speaks volumes for the State of the Union of the United States.

See this for the full speech:

Tucker Carlson responding to Joe Biden’s State of the Union Address said it was the United
States’ worst ever State of the Union Address. In addition to describing the crime the US –
the west – was financing in Ukraine, Tucker Carlson pointed to other destructive measures
Biden promoted like transhumanism, and free abortion, in other words the Soros-funded
Woke agenda – which doesn’t even hide its population reduction objective.

Illegal immigrants. Tucker Carlson also talked about Biden’s insane open-borders policy,
bringing illegals into the US, even by plane loads, giving them shelter, food, debit cards
never to be paid back [see video below] – mostly young men that could and are expected to
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serve in the US army.

Why would Biden do that?

These immigrants have zero allegiance to the US – and should serve in the US army?

Perhaps against the American people – during a provoked upraising?

See this for Tucker’s full analysis (9 March 2024):

“Illegal”  immigrants  are  directly  flown  into  the  Unites  States,  the  Biden  Administration
openly admits. So far, the official figure points to 320,000. The official reason is indeed, to
make up for the military recruitment shortcomings.

The real reason is certainly somewhere else. Immigrants, especially when they come in
masses, are always a disruption in the society they enter. It is the same in Europe, and
Europe’s policy is not much different from that of the US. It is very much coordinated.

See this and this (14 min video “Redacted” of 7 March 2024).

In an interview with Tucker Carlson, Col. MacGregor warns about the plan to
recruit illegals into the US military. Tucker said that Rome fell because foreigners who
were not loyal to Rome populated its military and they turned on the people of Rome. For
the  same reason,  retired  Army Colonel  Douglas  Macgregor  warned  Americans  against
allowing illegal aliens to serve in the armed forces. See this (video 7 min – 4 March 2024).

Indeed, disrupting society. But why? Creating internal conflict,  internal strive – maybe civil
war? It is a means of destruction and the victims are the immigrants who are dreaming of a
better world. Instead, they are being used for the Club of Rome’s precept od DESTRUCTION
– to eventually rebuilding according to the elite’s desire.

These are just a few examples of the planned and engineered destruction – exactly as
foreseen under the Club of Rome’s edicts.

People wake up. What happens in the US is already happening in a different, perhaps less
visible version in Europe.

Stop being Nations of Sheep being ruled by Wolves.

*
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